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Bourbon Empire The Past And Future Of Americas Whiskey
First Published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A critical examination of affective labour based on ethnographic fieldwork. It traces the centrality of affective labor in enabling and constraining prevailing norms and practices of race, citizenship, class, gender, and
sexuality across multiple spatial contexts.
A Field Guide to Whisky is a one-stop guide for all the information a whisky enthusiast needs. With the whisky market booming all over the world, now is a perfect time for a comprehensive guide to this popular
brown spirit. What are the basic ingredients in all whiskies? How does it get its flavor? Which big-name brands truly deserve their reputation? What are the current whisky trends around the world? And who was
Jack Daniel, anyway? This abundance of information is distilled(!) into 324 short entries covering basic whisky literacy, production methods, consumption tips, trends, trivia, geographical maps and lists of
distilleries, whisky trails, bars, hotels, and festivals by an industry insider. Boasting 230 color photographs and a beautiful package to boot, A Field Guide to Whisky will make a whisky expert out of anyone.
Look at the back label of a bottle of wine and you may well see a reference to its terroir, the total local environment of the vineyard that grew the grapes, from its soil to the climate. Winemakers universally accept
that where a grape is grown influences its chemistry, which in turn changes the flavor of the wine. A detailed system has codified the idea that place matters to wine. So why don’t we feel the same way about
whiskey? In this book, the master distiller Rob Arnold reveals how innovative whiskey producers are recapturing a sense of place to create distinctive, nuanced flavors. He takes readers on a world tour of whiskey
and the science of flavor, stopping along the way at distilleries in Kentucky, New York, Texas, Ireland, and Scotland. Arnold puts the spotlight on a new generation of distillers, plant breeders, and local farmers who
are bringing back long-forgotten grain flavors and creating new ones in pursuit of terroir. In the twentieth century, we inadvertently bred distinctive tastes out of grains in favor of high yields—but today’s artisans
have teamed up to remove themselves from the commodity grain system, resurrect heirloom cereals, bring new varieties to life, and recapture the flavors of specific local ingredients. The Terroir of Whiskey makes
the scientific and cultural cases that terroir is as important in whiskey as it is in wine.
A Distiller's Journey Into the Flavor of Place
Bourbon Justice
A Food History of the Modern South
Nourishment, Culture, Meaning
How Whiskey Law Shaped America
An Expert Compendium to Take Your Passion and Knowledge to the Next Level
A User's Guide

Social Change in a Material World offers a new, practice theoretical account of social change and its explanation. Extending the author’s earlier account of social life, and drawing
on general ideas about events, processes, and change, the book conceptualizes social changes as configurations of significant differences in bundles of practices and material
arrangements. Illustrated with examples from the history of bourbon distillation and the formation and evolution of digitally-mediated associations in contemporary life, the book
argues that chains of activity combine with material events and processes to cause social changes. The book thereby stresses the significance of the material dimension of society
for the constitution, determination, and explanation of social phenomena, as well as the types of space needed to understand them. The book also challenges the explanatory
significance of such key phenomena as power, dependence, relations, mechanisms, and individual behavior. As such, it will appeal to sociologists, geographers, organization
studies scholars, and others interested in social life and social change.
A visually stunning illustrated guide to the history, craft, and appreciation of Kentucky bourbon Bourbon, we soon realized, was not just a good drink. It was a drink with a story,
from a place, with an unbreakable tie to the people and the land that produced it. Whiskey expert Clay Risen explores the origins, history, and evolution of America’s distilling craft
and culture in this luxurious boxed set. From boom to bust and back again, Risen tells the engrossing story of Kentucky whiskey, using interviews, photographs, and archival
material to illuminate the singular region where bourbon was born. This meticulously researched book details how bourbon is made, how best to enjoy it, and how to build your own
collection, along with profiles of the distilleries and makers that form the landscape of bourbon country.
'Report on the Agrarian Law' (1795) and Other Writings is the first modern English translation of perhaps the greatest work of the Spanish Enlightenment, Gaspar Melchor de
Jovellanos’s Informe de la Ley Agraria (1795, Report on the Agrarian Law). Informe de la Ley Agraria is a major work of political economy as well as a beautifully crafted
philosophical history of Spain’s political development until the eighteenth century.
Experience American history like never before with this unique, informative, and fun guide for history buffs, whiskey enthusiasts, folks who like to cook at home, and fans of popular
music. American History Through a Whiskey Glass presents a unique perspective on American history. It describes how bourbon and rye whiskey played a role in the most
important events in American history, including the voyage of the Mayflower, George Washington’s failed and successful political campaigns, the Civil War, pioneers moving west,
Prohibition (of course), plus many more into the twenty-first century. It does so with descriptions of historical events but also with amusing anecdotes and humorous quotes from the
historical figures themselves. The book carefully aligns five elements: a narrative about whiskey’s role in eight periods of American history descriptions and tasting notes for
American whiskeys that represent distilled spirits in each historical period tutorials on how whiskey is produced and its numerous varieties period-specific food recipes drawn
mostly from historical cookbooks playlists of the popular music during each period The book gives readers an integrated and entertaining perspective on popular culture in America
at different times, revealing how Americans have politicked, drank their native spirits, ate, and sang. But it does more; readers will not only learn about America’s history, they can
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experience it through numerous illustrations, whiskey tasting, food, and music. It provides an opportunity for readers to be involved in a truly immersive approach to life-long
learning . . . and it’s fun.
Affective Labour
Clark's Battles of England and tales of the wars. Illustrated with numerous engravings ... A new edition
The Chemistry of Fear
Bluegrass Bourbon Barons
'Report on the Agrarian Law' (1795) and Other Writings
Littell's Living Age
War and the Bourbon Reforms, 1713–1796
This title offers an incisive look at how interpretations of the Atlantic world have changed over time and from a variety of national perspectives. This volume discusses
key areas of the Atlantic world, including the British, Dutch, French, Iberian, and African Atlantic, as well as the movement of ideas, peoples, and goods.
Bourbon whiskey has made a surprising contribution to American legal history. Tracking the history of bourbon and bourbon law illuminates the development of the
United States as a nation, from conquering the wild frontier to rugged individualism to fostering the entrepreneurial spirit to solidifying itself as a nation of laws.
Bourbon is responsible for the growth and maturation of many substantive areas of the law, such as trademark, breach of contract, fraud, governmental regulation
and taxation, and consumer protection. In Bourbon Justice Brian Haara delves into the legal history behind one of America’s most treasured spirits to uncover a past
fraught with lawsuits whose outcome, surprisingly perhaps, helped define a nation. Approaching the history of bourbon from a legal standpoint, Haara tells the
history of America through the development of commercial laws that guided our nation from an often reckless laissez-faire mentality, through the growing pains of
industrialization, and past the overcorrection of Prohibition. More than just true bourbon history, this is part of the American story.
Learn about the history and development of whiskey. Are you a fan of whiskey? If you are, you’re in good company! This popular spirit has been immortalized in music
and movies all over the world for decades. From whiskey tasting tours to cocktail masterclasses, bourbon has a hold on our hearts that isn’t going away any time soon.
But how much do we really know about our favorite drink and its role in American history? Bourbon Empire (2015) explores the rich history of one of America’s
favorite drinks. Do you want more free book summaries like this? Download our app for free at https://www.QuickRead.com/App and get access to hundreds of free
book and audiobook summaries. DISCLAIMER: This book summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work. If you like this
summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to be. If you are the original author of any book
published on QuickRead and want us to remove it, please contact us at hello@quickread.com.
This volume is a new contribution to the dynamic scholarly discussion of the control and regulation of psychoactive substances in culture and society. Offering new
critical reflections on the reasons prohibitions have historically arisen, the book analyses "prohibitions" as ambivalent and tenuous interactions between the users of
psychoactive substances and regulators of their use. This original collection of essays engages with contemporary debates concerning addiction, intoxication and drug
regulation, and will be of interest to scholars in the arts, humanities and social sciences interested in narratives of prohibition and their social and cultural meanings.
The Living Age
The Year's Work in Cocktail Culture
The History and Proceedings of the House of Lords, from the Restoration in 1660 to the Present Time
Bourbon and Bullets
The Shaken and the Stirred
The Potlikker Papers
Drinks
The Art of Distilling, Revised and Updated presents the techniques and inspirations of the most innovative micro-distillers working today and ties it together with incredible insider photography. In this
comprehensive guide to artisan distilling, American Distilling Institute founder Bill Owens will teach you how contemporary master distillers transform water and grain into the full range of exquisite,
timeless spirits. The Art of Distilling, Revised and Updated is your exclusive backstage pass into the world of small-scale distilling of whiskies, gins, vodkas, brandies, and many other spirits. Like no other
book on the subject, The Art of Distilling goes to lengths to explore the actual craft of distilling, in detail. Beginning with a brief history of distilling and introduction to the process itself, this book offers a
comprehensive overview of the art of distilling today. The revised and expanded edition includes even more practical tips, tricks, and instruction and has been updated to include growth and development in
the artisan distilling space over the past decade. The Art of Distilling, Revised and Updated is the consummate insider's guide to distilling and its techniques.
This book examines alcohol production, consumption, regulation, and commerce, alongside the gendered, medical, religious, ideological, and cultural practices that surrounded alcohol from 1850 to 1950.
Through analyzing major changes in alcohol's place in society, contributors demonstrate the important connections between industrialization, empire-building, and the growth of the nation-state. They also
identify the diverse actors and communities that built, contested, and resisted those processes around the world. Overall, this book proposes a new global framework that is vital to understanding how deeply
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alcohol was involved in central processes shaping the modern world. It shows how empires were partly built through alcohol, in both economic and ideological terms, yet alcohol production, trade, and
consumption were also sites for anti-colonial resistance. Contributors also discuss how alcohol regulations and public health discourses increasingly revealed the intent and reach of state power to monitor
and police citizens, as well as the legitimization of that power through nationalism. Illustrated with over 50 images, the book will be a valuable resource for students and researchers studying the history of
alcohol, as well as the cultural history of the 19th and 20th centuries more broadly.
With the popularity of bourbon becoming a global phenomenon, the historic town of Bardstown, KY, is booming – but all booms come with growing pains. This first book of the new Economics of Vice
series tells the story of Bardstown’s challenges, traditions, opportunities, and the people who shouldered them all.
John C. Tramazzo highlights the relationship between bourbon and military service to show the rich and dramatic connection in American history.
The History and Proceedings of the House of Lords: From 1739, to 1741. Appendix: Debates in the scots Parliament
Summary of Bourbon Empire by Reid Mitenbuler
The Oxford Companion to Spirits and Cocktails
Food for Thought
The Rebirth of Bourbon
How Activity and Material Processes Dynamize Practices
Bourbon Empire

How bourbon came to be, and why it’s experiencing such a revival today Unraveling the many myths and misconceptions surrounding America’s most iconic spirit, Bourbon Empire traces a
history that spans frontier rebellion, Gilded Age corruption, and the magic of Madison Avenue. Whiskey has profoundly influenced America’s political, economic, and cultural destiny, just as
those same factors have inspired the evolution and unique flavor of the whiskey itself. Taking readers behind the curtain of an enchanting—and sometimes exasperating—industry, the work of writer
Reid Mitenbuler crackles with attitude and commentary about taste, choice, and history. Few products better embody the United States, or American business, than bourbon. A tale of innovation,
success, downfall, and resurrection, Bourbon Empire is an exploration of the spirit in all its unique forms, creating an indelible portrait of both bourbon and the people who make it.
Fermented Landscapes applies the concept of fermentation as a mechanism through which to understand and analyze processes of landscape change. This comprehensive conceptualization of
“fermented landscapes” examines the excitement, unrest, and agitation evident across shifting physical-environmental and sociocultural landscapes as related to the production, distribution, and
consumption of fermented products. This collection includes a variety of perspectives on wine, beer, and cider geographies, as well as the geography of other fermented products, considering the
use of “local” materials in craft beverages as a function of neolocalism and sustainability and the nonhuman elements of fermentation. Investigating the environmental, economic, and
sociocultural implications of fermentation in expected and unexpected places and ways allows for a complex study of rural-urban exchanges or metabolisms over time and space—an increasingly
relevant endeavor in socially and environmentally challenged contexts, global and local.
“Addiction Reimagined: Challenging Views of an Enduring Social Problem” outlines the current issues in the field of substance use and addiction by thoroughly analyzing its history and other
concerns such as diagnosis, treatment, and prevention measures, or the effect of addiction on the family and its connection to the criminal justice system. In this work, Professor Steverson calls for
a reimagining of our past and current understandings of addiction and its role as a social, rather than a medical, problem. “Addiction Reimagined” provides a macro-level (i.e. sociological)
approach to the examination of the processes and treatment modalities of addiction. This book will be valuable to those who are interested in addiction and the mental health system (people who
have addiction problems or policy makers, for instance) as well as to practitioners in the field and people concerned about a failing system, and who would like to make it more functional. It will
also be useful to university students undertaking courses such as The Sociology of Addiction or Sociology of Substance Abuse.
Eine mächtige Dynastie: skrupellose Machtspiele und verbotene Gefühle Seit Generationen geben die Bradfords in Kentucky den Ton an. Der Handel mit Bourbon hat der Familiendynastie
großen Reichtum und viel Anerkennung eingebracht. Doch hinter der glänzenden Fassade verbergen sich verbotene Liebschaften, skrupellose Machtspiele, Verrat, Intrigen und skandalöse
Geheimnisse ... Die Spiegel-Bestsellerautorin - jetzt mit ihrer neuen Serie bei LYX
Atlantic History
Wicked Western Kentucky
Building a Tourism Economy in Small-Town, USA
Alcohol in the Age of Industry, Empire, and War
Addiction Reimagined: Challenging Views of an Enduring Social Problem
Fermented Landscapes
The Terroir of Whiskey
This volume elucidates Bourbon colonial policy with emphasis on Madrid's efforts to reform and modernize its American holdings. Set in an Atlantic world context,
the book highlights the interplay between Spain and America as the Spanish empire struggled for survival amid the fierce international competition that dominated
the eighteenth century. The authors use extensive research in the repositories of Spain and America, as well as innovative consultation of the French Foreign Affairs
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archive, to bring into focus the poorly understood reformist efforts of the early Bourbons, which laid the foundation for the better-known agenda of Charles III. As
the book unfolds, the narrative puts flesh on the men and women who, for better or worse, influenced colonial governance. It is the story of power, ambition, and
idealism at the highest levels.
Kentucky is the home of bourbon, and there are a proud few who helped usher the industry into prominence. Learn about men like bourbon baron Isaac Bernheim,
who founded the Bernheim Forest and Research Center, or John Douglas, who built a racetrack for the trotter racing industry and was known as the "Prince of
Sports." George Garvin Brown and his business partner, George Forman, formed the Brown-Forman Company, which today is one of the largest American-owned
companies in the spirits and wine business. With such enormous wealth came the temptation for fraud, which led to several bourbon leaders becoming involved in
some of Kentucky's famous scandals. Author and Kentucky historian Bryan S. Bush details the intoxicating history of bourbon's biggest historical names.
This volume offers a complete listing and description of books published on early America between 2001 and 2005. • The book is organized thematically to facilitate
research • Extensive author indexes and guides to important works for the time period are provided • The most important books in each subject (e.g., gender,
politics) are enumerated based on frequency of citation
Western Kentucky has always had a dark side, despite being the "Birthplace of Bluegrass Music." Mary James Trotter, an arrested moonshine-selling grandma,
remarked to a judge that she "simply had to sell a little liquor now and then to take care of my four grandchildren." Rod Ferrell led a bloodsucking vampire cult in
Murray, Kentucky, and traumatized parents of the 1990s. In the early morning of July 13, 1928, at the "Castle on the Cumberland," seven men were put to death in
Kentucky's deadliest night of state-sponsored executions. Join award-winning author Richard Parker as he takes you on a journey through fifteen of Western
Kentucky's most nefarious people, places and events.
How Bad Habits Became Big Business
The Living Age ...
The Rise, Fall, and Rebirth of an American Whiskey
The Spanish Atlantic World in the Eighteenth Century
The Age of Addiction
Social Change in a Material World
Bourbon Kings
Anthropologists and historians have confirmed the central role alcohol has played in nearly every society since the dawn of human
civilization, but it is only recently that it has been the subject of serious scholarly inquiry. The Oxford Companion to Spirits and Cocktails
is the first major reference work to cover the subject from a global perspective, and provides an authoritative, enlightening, and
entertaining overview of this third branch of the alcohol family. It will stand alongside the bestselling Companions to Wine and Beer,
presenting an in-depth exploration of the world of spirits and cocktails in a groundbreaking synthesis. The Companion covers drinks,
processes, and techniques from around the world as well as those in the US and Europe. It provides clear explanations of the different ways
that spirits are produced, including fermentation, distillation, and ageing, alongside a wealth of new detail on the emergence of cocktails
and cocktail bars, including entries on key cocktails and influential mixologists and cocktail bars. With entries ranging from Manhattan
and mixology to sloe gin and stills, the Companion combines coverage of the range of spirit-based drinks around the world with clear
explanations of production processes, and the history and culture of their consumption. It is the ultimate guide to understanding what is
in your glass. The Companion is lavishly illustrated throughout, and appendices include a timeline of spirits and distillation and a guide to
mixing drinks.
This volume offers new insights into food and culture. Food habits, preferences, and taboos are partially regulated by ecological and
material factors - in other words, all food systems are structured and given particular functioning mechanisms by specific societies and
cultures, either according to totemic, sacrificial, hygienic-rationalist, aesthetic, or other symbolic logics. This provides much “food for
thought”. The famous expression has never been so appropriate: not only do cultures develop unique practices for the production,
treatment and consumption of food, but such practices inevitably end up affecting food-related aspects and spheres that are generally
perceived as objectively and materially defined. This book explores such dynamics drawing on various theoretical approaches and
analytical methodologies, thus enhancing the cultural reflection on food and, at the same time, helping us see how the study of food itself
can help us understand better what we call “culture”. It will be of interest to anthropologists, philosophers, semioticians and historians of
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food.
Once and for all, America learns the likely inventor of its beloved bourbon. Bourbon is not just alcohol -- this amber-colored drink is deeply
ingrained in American culture and tangled in American history. From the early days of raw corn liquor to the myriad distilleries that have
proliferated around the country today, bourbon has come to symbolize America. In "Bourbon: The Rise, Fall, and Rebirth of an American
Whiskey, " award-winning whiskey author Fred Minnick traces bourbon's entire history, from the 1700s with Irish, Scottish, and French
settlers setting up stills and making distilled spirits in the New World through today's booming resurgence. He also lays out in expert
detail the critical role this spirit has played throughout the cultural and even political history of the nation -- from Congress passing
whiskey-protection laws to consumers standing in long lines just for a glimpse of a rare bottle of Pappy Van Winkle -- complemented by
more than 100 illustrations and photos. And most importantly, Minnick explores the mystery of who most likely created the sweet corn
liquor we now know as bourbon. He studies the men who've been championed as its inventors over time -- from Daniel Boone's cousin to
Baptist minister Elijah Craig -- and, based on new research and never-before-seen documentation, answers the question of who deserves
the credit.
This engaging book will interest anyone who's curious about the pitfalls that eaters faced at the turn of the twentieth century.
The Past and Future of America's Whiskey
A Contribution to the History of the Bourbon Renaissance in the Spanish Empire
American History Through a Whiskey Glass
(Dis) assembling Distance and Difference
Concise Encyclopedia of Mexico
The Art of Distilling, Revised and Expanded
Prohibitions and Psychoactive Substances
Expert Drinking Made Easy This engaging guide demystifies the art of ordering, preparing, and serving wine, beer and cocktails so you can drink like a boss every
time. You’ll learn how to: Equip and stock a home bar Make a flawless martini Order wine without dying a little inside Choose a delicious sparkling wine instead of
springing for Champagne Buy Scotch for the boss, and for yourself Whether you’re hosting a cocktail party, attending a business lunch, or relaxing with friends at the
local brewery pub, you’ll gain the confidence to know exactly what you love to drink and serve. And if you want to know how to mix an Old Fashioned on an airplane,
that’s in there too. Bottoms up!
Over the past decade, the popularity of cocktails has returned with gusto. Amateur and professional mixologists alike have set about recovering not just the craft of
the cocktail, but also its history, philosophy, and culture. The Shaken and the Stirred features essays written by distillers, bartenders and amateur mixologists, as well
as scholars, all examining the so-called 'Cocktail Revival' and cocktail culture. Why has the cocktail returned with such force? Why has the cocktail always acted as a
cultural indicator of class, race, sexuality and politics in both the real and the fictional world? Why has the cocktail revival produced a host of professional
organizations, blogs, and conferences devoted to examining and reviving both the drinks and habits of these earlier cultures?
We live in an age of addiction, from compulsive gaming and shopping to binge eating and opioid abuse. What can we do to resist temptations that insidiously and
deliberately rewire our brains? Nothing, David Courtwright says, unless we understand the global enterprises whose “limbic capitalism” creates and caters to our bad
habits.
This is a unique retelling of the history of temperance and prohibition. Rather than focusing on white, rural, conservative American bible-thumpers, Mark Lawrence
Schrad contends that the temperance movement was a progressive, international, and revolutionary movement of oppressed-peoples fighting the liquor traffic,
through which states and rich capitalists combined to get the lower classes addicted to drink for profit. Schrad shows that the temperance movementwas in fact a
global pro-justice movement that had an impact in nearly every major country in the world, both developing and developed.
True Stories of Whiskey, War, and Military Service
Lively Processes of Socio-environmental Transformation
Bourbon
A Critical Appraisal
The Story of Kentucky Whiskey
Containing the Most Remarkable Motions, Speeches, Debates, Orders and Resolutions. Together with All the Protests During that Period. and the Numbers Pro and
Con Upon Each Division. With an Account of the Promotions of the Several Peers, and the State of the Peerage in Every Reign. Connected with the Transactions of the
Commons, and History of the Times. And Illustrated with Historical Notes and Observations. Together with the Debates in the Parliament of Scotland Relating to the
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Union. To Each Volume are Added Proper Indexes
A Field Guide to Whisky
“The one food book you must read this year." —Southern Living One of Christopher Kimball’s Six Favorite Books About Food A people’s history that reveals how Southerners shaped
American culinary identity and how race relations impacted Southern food culture over six revolutionary decades Like great provincial dishes around the world, potlikker is a salvage food.
During the antebellum era, slave owners ate the greens from the pot and set aside the leftover potlikker broth for the enslaved, unaware that the broth, not the greens, was nutrient rich. After
slavery, potlikker sustained the working poor, both black and white. In the South of today, potlikker has taken on new meanings as chefs have reclaimed it. Potlikker is a quintessential
Southern dish, and The Potlikker Papers is a people’s history of the modern South, told through its food. Beginning with the pivotal role cooks and waiters played in the civil rights movement,
noted authority John T. Edge narrates the South’s fitful journey from a hive of racism to a hotbed of American immigration. He shows why working-class Southern food has become a vital
driver of contemporary American cuisine. Food access was a battleground issue during the 1950s and 1960s. Ownership of culinary traditions has remained a central contention on the long
march toward equality. The Potlikker Papers tracks pivotal moments in Southern history, from the back-to-the-land movement of the 1970s to the rise of fast and convenience foods modeled
on rural staples. Edge narrates the gentrification that gained traction in the restaurants of the 1980s and the artisanal renaissance that began to reconnect farmers and cooks in the 1990s. He
reports as a newer South came into focus in the 2000s and 2010s, enriched by the arrival of immigrants from Mexico to Vietnam and many points in between. Along the way, Edge profiles
extraordinary figures in Southern food, including Fannie Lou Hamer, Colonel Sanders, Mahalia Jackson, Edna Lewis, Paul Prudhomme, Craig Claiborne, and Sean Brock. Over the last three
generations, wrenching changes have transformed the South. The Potlikker Papers tells the story of that dynamism—and reveals how Southern food has become a shared culinary language
for the nation.
Harvey Wiley's Fight for Pure Food
An Enthusiast's Guide to the Artisan Distilling of Whiskey, Vodka, Gin and other Potent Potables
The Huancavelica Mercury Mine
Smashing the Liquor Machine
Prohibitions and Psychoactive Substances in History, Culture and Theory
Books on Early American History and Culture, 2001–2005: An Annotated Bibliography
A Global History of Prohibition
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